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"God gave
dominion over the
earth to all men,
but He did not give
dominion over man
to any man.
~Walter and Lao
Russell, from The
World Crisis

Twin Opposing
Vortices
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The Revival of Russellian Science
By Matt Presti – President, USP
Greetings fellow students, alumni, directors and friends:
The USP wishes all of you a very productive and active Spring Season. This year
has been dubbed “the year of demonstration” here at the USP. With the growth of
spring upon us, the Science and Research Committee is moving ahead with our
mission objectives to demonstrate many of the principles of Dr. Russell’s scientific
knowledge to the world. We have a great Committee of folks participating and are
making slow but sure progress. With our fundraising effort now underway, we will
continually make greater strides. Since the beginning, everyone involved with this
Committee has been volunteering for this tremendous effort. Thanks to each of you
for your continued participation and support. We will soon be making an Official
Press Kit available for media and other interested organizations. Stay tuned.
The philosophy as well the science of Walter and Lao Russell have each
maintained and held interest in a broad spectrum of students over these many long
years. The true student/teacher of this University and curriculum KNOWS there is
no science without the philosophy and no philosophy without the science. The
process of thinking and our conceptions of matter constitute the philosophic end of
the piston stroke while the action of matter manipulation and alteration is the
scientific end of that piston stroke. Like a complete breathing cycle, you cannot
have inhalation without exhalation. If we do not perceive the role and responsibility
of KNOWING Mind when it comes to how we manipulate matter, the results can be
disastrous as we see unfolding over and over again in our so-called “advanced”
scientific world. The beauty of Walter and Lao Russell’s science and philosophy
working as one, demonstrates to all of us, the power of sacred male/female balance
which constitutes this entire Creation. When one achieves balanced thinking
(philosophy), the end result is a balanced action (science). The FULCRUM of
KNOWING Mind is the power source for both of these. Our thinking crystallizes into
form. Our created bodies reflect our thinking in this Mind-Wave Universe. Love is
the foundation of this Universe of seeming motion. Without love in one’s actions,
chaos ensues. Our Science and Research Committee understands full well, the
importance of having and maintaining a balanced approach to each goal we set. We
employ all we have learned in keeping with principle as the Russell’s would have
desired. To meet our goals and maintain upstanding character in our efforts is
primary. To all of you who have given generously to our efforts, we wish to say
thank you. Each one of us is committed to a better tomorrow through balanced
thinking in action today!

The USP would like to send a big thank you to our shipping manager, Cindy Lewis.
She has consistently and without fail upheld the highest standards when it comes to
shipping the Russell teachings around the world. We truly appreciate you Cindy for
all the wonderful and hard work you do!
Recent events to share include Darren Colomb, our lead scientist and myself, took
part in a presentation concerning the ongoing Radiation Remediation effort currently
underway within a large collective partnership which is addressing the very real
dangers of the continued use of nuclear power around the world, especially
regarding Fukushima. To view our presentation, click here. We also appeared on
Op-Think Radio which you may listen to here.
Spiral Table of the
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There are so many great things yet to come and we are actively working on many
fronts within the USP, scientific advancements, article scanning and release, more
fulcrum magazine issues being scanned, an upcoming conference in Virginia, a
meet-up in Missouri and so much more. Stay tuned to our social media stations for
more information. Click on the picture links to the left of each page for more as
well.
In closing, I’d like to remind all students, old and new alike, of one small piece of
advice the Russells gave us, in particular this quote; “There are no accidentally great
people.” By extension, there will be no accidentally great neighborhoods, great
nations or a great world unless great people help to build it. In my mind, what
matters most to me is Character. For without character, no world, nation,
neighborhood or home will stand for long. We must develop our character and
unfold the Divine Mind qualities that each one of us possesses. When you find
balance within yourself, you can extend that Divine power to your home. When
your home reflects that Divinity, you can extend it to your neighborhood. When
your neighborhood reflects that balanced Light, you can extend it yet again until
that great Light of Balance is reflected the world over. Every beating human heart
plays a Divine part in this great play we call – life.
May the seeds you sow this spring bear a great fruit in the months to come.
Respectfully and faithfully yours,

Matt Presti – President, USP

As Above So Below
Do you prefer an E-Book over print? Visit our Kindle E-Book Store. Coming soon –
The Universal One E-Book.

Walter and Lao
Russell on the
marble staircase at
Swannanoa, circa
1960.
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Alumni Committee and the IACC Introduction
By, Jeremy Boyer – Secretary, Alumni Committee, USP
Dear Readers,
The Alumni Committee was just recently formed in January of 2016 to help the
USP with planning the annual Homecoming, establishing a physical presence
through the International Age of Character Clubs and discuss future plans on
disseminating the Russell's message just to name a few. The committee is working
very diligently to prepare a Homecoming that is masterful in every aspect. This
committee is meeting every two weeks to make sure this year will be a year we will
never forget. Follow us on Facebook to keep informed of important announcements
relating to the next Homecoming.
What is the International Age of Character Club (IACC) and what is its purpose?
The IACC is a place where everyone can come together with loving understanding
and comprehend their true purpose on Earth. The IACC can help with understanding
one’s relationship with themselves, each other and their Creator. Our mission is to
assist in the formation of character clubs world-wide through the issuances of
OFFICIAL IACC Charters. These chartered clubs can facilitate learning for current
students of Universal Law, Natural Science and the Living Philosophy found within
Dr. Walter and Lao Russell's Home Study Course.
The IACC Facebook page will offer a platform for questions and answers aiding
students of the USP while providing a foundation for a balanced understanding in
which Spiritual Cause is primary and physical effect is secondary.
We live in a world today where men and women of character are sorely
needed. Today, humanity looks externally to solve their problems instead of looking
within. This is perhaps one of the biggest problems our society is currently facing
today. People have long put faith in others to solve their problems. Walter and Lao
talked frequently about how we are at the 11th hour of our society and how we have
to change very soon before it’s too late. When each one of us learns to implement
our spiritual mind qualities onto the world, we help to better it overall. The balance
we create in our own homes extends to the world.
The Russell's founded the IACC to help usher in the needed message
of "Character" to the fresh young minds of the future. The Russell's knew the
importance of children being raised to know Natural Law. Lao said that "Children
should be taught at a very young age that whatever they do to another they are
doing to themselves. That is the very principle upon which to found their morality
and character. If they understand that they hurt themselves when they hurt another
physically, or by unkind words, and understand it as a part of Natural law, that
knowledge will become habitual within them." This is something many religions and
great spiritual teachings speak about though we still don't comprehend it entirely as
a society. We have even become a society that bribes and threatens their children
for reinforcement instead of teaching them Natural Law. Children learn their
behaviors from what their parents do and not what they say. This is why it is so
important to set the example. What is ironic about our society is that it has drifted
so far out of balance that doing the right thing is difficult sometimes. The world will
change to reflect the thinking of our collective human culture but we have to
first start with ourselves then radiate outwards from our home to our neighbors and
beyond that which we desire to see the world become.
Be sure to visit the OFFICIAL USP International Age of Character Club to learn more!
Blessings and best wishes,
Jeremy Boyer – Secretary, USP Alumni Committee, Science and Research
Committee

On behalf of the USP we
wish you
a very productive spring
season and year ahead!
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